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Fig 2. 1(8) Behaviour diagram for coherent and
semicoherent An-free alkali feldspars.
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Mutual replacement requires crystals to have constant
bulk composition throughout a rock, but this is difficult to
demonstrate. The hall-marks of replacement reactions are
the development of micropores and very commonly of
intracrystal subgrains of microcline and low albite with the
{110} habit characteristic of the low-T feldspar varieties
adularia (K-feldspar) and pericline (Na).
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Fig 2.2 Cartoon (not to scale) showing variation in
strain-controlled microtextures in slowly cooled alkali
feldspars. Vertical lines are Albite twins in perthitic albite
and PL. (1) Fully coherent lenticular film lamellae. (2)
Semi-coherent straight film albite lamellae in orthoclase
with misfit dislocations. SE SEM image (b) shows a (001)
cleavage surface etched with HF. Paired black dots are the
outcrops of nanotunnels that have formed on misfit
dislocations, enlarged by etching. (3) Zig-zag intermediate
microcline mesoperthite. (4) Braid mesoperthite. TEM
image (a) shows Albite-twinned albite and zig-zag
lamellae of low microcline. (5) Sinuous film mesoperthite.
Straight examples have misfit dislocations. (6) Corrugated
sanidine lenses in cryptoantiperthite, with tapering Albite
twins propagating into PL matrix. (7) Sanidine platelets
nucleated on Albite twin lamellae in PL.
2.2 Strain-controlled exsolution (9). In granites bulk AF
ranges from ~Ab5 to Ab30. Strain-controlled albite film
—
lamellae (Figs 2.2, 2.3, 2.6) form flat lenses in (6 01)
and become semicoherent when coherency strain is
relieved by periodic misfit dislocations (Fig 2.2b). These
are an important factor in the dissolution and degradation
of AF during weathering. The Or-rich phase is often tweed
orthoclase. In volcanic rocks the periodicity of fine-scale
fully coherent lamellae in sanidine can be used to obtain
cooling rates. An-poor AF in syenitic rocks (Ab50–Ab70)
forms braid mesoperthite (Figs 2.2, 2.2a, 2.4) with zig——
zag bands of microcline in {6 6 1}. In mesoperthites with
>2% An (common in granulites) lamellae may be sinuous
or straight and the Or-rich phase is tweed orthoclase.
Phase behaviour of low PL (Fig 1.7) is uncertain. At low T
a mixture of end-member albite and anorthite may be
stable. The miscibility gaps then represent kinetically
controlled coherent phase behaviour. The peristerite gap is
conditional on ordering, the Bøggild gap depends on
—
ordering patterns which lead to breaks between C1 /e1 or
e1/e2 structures, and the Huttenlocher gap is a
—
consequence of an I1 £e1 ordering transition. The
— —
C1 £I1 transition depends on long-range ordering. The
—
—
—
C2/m£C1 and I1 £P1 transitions are rapid and
depend on framework shearing.
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Fig 2.4 Microtexture in a single AF crystal in a syenite. Light
grey microcline, dark grey albite. Black dots are micropores.
Braid mesoperthite (left) has been converted into strainfree patch mesoperthite (right) by mutual replacement.
Klokken syenite. Back-scattered electron image.
Textures produced by replacement reactions in aqueous
fluids are common in feldspars. ‘Mutual replacement’
reactions are isochemical with respect to the bulk crystal
and are driven by energy related to the release of
coherency strain. In Fig 2.4 the fully coherent braid
mesoperthite has dissolved and reprecipitated as a patch
perthite composed of strain-free low albite and microcline
subgrains with sub-μm micropores between them, causing
optical turbidity.
In Or-rich bulk compositions characteristic of granites
(Fig 2.3) replacement reactions lead to turbid, coarsened
vein perthite which may sometimes represent nonisochemical replacement. Fluid ingress is guided by
nanotunnels which form by dissolution of the cores of
misfit dislocations (Fig. 2.2b).

Fig 2.5 Strain-free (SFS) and coherent (CS) solvus
surfaces in the ternary system Ab–Or–An. PL–AF is a tie-line
on an isotherm that could be used for two-feldspar
geothermometry
2.4 Ternary equilibria and geothermometry (11). Almost
all natural feldspars are ternary solid solutions in the
system Ab–Or–An (Fig 2.5). Binary solvus curves (Figs
1.5, 1.6 and 2.1) are the intersection of a steep domeshaped ternary solvus surface with the Ab–Or join. PL–AF
tie-lines depend on T and less strongly on P. This forms
the basis of two-feldspar geothermometry. T estimates are
very strongly dependent on small amounts of An in AF and
of Or in PL. The thermometer is independent of other
components in rocks. Experimental data exist only for
disordered, incoherent ternary feldspars (SFS in Fig 2.5)
but the beginning of coherent exsolution in AF (at CS) is
also likely to depend strongly on An.
2.5 Twinning and phase transitions (12). Phase transitions
and repeated
twinning are interrelated in AF.
‘Polysynthetic’ twinning involves a large number of
individuals related by the same twin law and occurs only
in triclinic feldspars. Twins on the Albite law have
composition planes parallel to the conspicuous (010)
cleavage. Twins on the Pericline law (Fig 2.6) have an
irrational composition plane (called the rhombic section)
which lies in the plane of the b-axis, about which it rotates
depending on composition and Si–Al ordering.
Twinning in anorthoclase (13) (Fig 2.7) develops during the
shearing transition (ST, Fig 2.1). It disappears rapidly and
reversibly when the crystal is heated. As one region of the
feldspar becomes triclinic on cooling across ST it is
balanced by a corresponding triclinic region related to the
first by a mirror operation. The overall C2/m symmetry of
sanidine across the m-plane (Fig 1.4) is thus preserved.
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Fig 2.6 Orientation of film albite exsolution lamellae and
Pericline twins in an alkali feldspar cleavage fragment lying
on (010). Twins on the Albite law are parallel to (010) in
all feldspars
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Fig 2.3 Strain-controlled film perthite, cross-cut by areas of
turbid, replacement vein perthite. Shap granite. Optical, XP.
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Fig 2.1 is a behaviour diagram (8). The phases interact
structurally with each other. Phase compositions, the
shearing transformation ST, Si–Al ordering and related
twinning, interact during coarsening giving rise to
microtextures that vary with bulk composition (Fig 2.2).
Interfaces between phases and twins adopt orientations
that minimize coherency strain energy.
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2.1 Exsolution and phase behaviour. In a normal phase
diagram (Fig 1.5) AF and PL form separate phases, each
composed of homogeneous crystals. Na£K exchange
occurs between crystals when T changes. Exsolution
textures do not form in either AF or PL.
In Nature this rarely happens. Fig. 2.1 shows phase
behaviour in an imaginary An-free system. The heavy lines
trace the behaviour of the AF phase in an An-free
subsolvus granite. In a real granite the presence of An will
increase the T of the solvus curves considerably (Fig. 2.5).
On Fig 2.1 AF and PL crystallize simultaneously from
magma on the strain-free solvus. Each behaves as a
closed system during cooling. Coherent exsolution in AF
begins at B, just below a coherent solvus, inside the strainfree solvus. Na£K interdiffusion occurs within a
continuous Si–Al–O framework leading to coherent film
perthite (Fig 2.3). Because of the different ionic radii of
Na1+ and K1+ the crystal structure distorts at the interfaces
of exsolution lamellae, leading to coherency strain.
Exsolution is said to be ‘strain-controlled’.
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2.3 Replacement reactions (10). Coherency strain is often
released during replacement reactions in aqueous fluids,
at <500 °C. Phase compositions move onto the ‘strainfree’ solvus (Fig 2.1, points C, C’).The reactions lead to
‘deuteric coarsening’ of perthite (Figs 2.3, 2.4) by factors
of as much as 103.The transformation of orthoclase to
microcline often takes place during this replacement
process.
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Fig 2.7 Anorthoclase (13).
When Albite and Pericline
twins are visible they are
sharply defined and
straight. Both (001) and
(010) cleavages are
visible.
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In microcline ‘tartan’ twinning (14) forms slowly during the
ordering phase transition and persists for long heating
periods at high T.
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Fig 2.8 Microcline.
Albite and Pericline
twins appear spindle
shaped and diffuse in
(001). Only the (010)
cleavage is visible. XP
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Orthoclase(5) is monoclinic but has a diffuse fine-scale
‘tweed’ texture of partially ordered domains orientated like
tartan twins. The texture cannot coarsen because the free
energy of ordering is balanced by strain energy in domain
walls. Twinned microcline often develops during fluid–
feldspar reactions.
Fig 2.9 Orthoclase and
microcline. Tweed
orthoclase surrounded by
microcline with irregular
twinning.
~0.5μm

Polysynthetic twinning in PL(15) forms during crystal growth,
or in response to deformation. Growth twins have steps in
composition surfaces, may terminate abruptly and change
thickness independently of adjacent twins. Glide twins are
lenticular or tapering, and occur in clusters in which
thickness varies sympathetically.

